TRUSTS, ASSOCIATIONS, SOCIETIES AND CLUBS (TASC)
MOST IMPORTANT DOCUMENT

Charges

1.

TASC MID February 2020

2.

“Raising transaction dispute for Electronic Banking Transactions*
You have to promptly report any unauthorised transaction including electronic banking transaction** on the account/ card to the Bank either
through Phone Banking, Email Channel, Online Banking or Branch, ensuring that there is no delay in reporting.
Your liability for the unauthorised transaction due to third party breach will be determined in accordance with the Banks Policy on Limited
Liability of Customers in Unauthorised Electronic Banking Transactions (“Policy”), which is available on the Banks website at
https://av.sc.com/in/content/docs/in-limited-liability-noteonwebsite.
Your ‘liability’ is linked to the timeframe within which you report any unauthorised transaction on the account/ card to the Bank, and more details on
that are available in the Policy. If the investigation done by the Bank is incomplete or inconclusive within 10 working days from the date of
notiﬁcation by you of the unauthorised transaction, the Bank will provide a provisional credit or a shadow credit of the disputed amount to you (in
accordance with the Policy). The provisional credit or shadow credit shall be value dated (subject to the unauthorised transaction being reported to
the Bank within 7 working days) to be as date of the transaction, in case of debit card/ bank account so that you do not suﬀer loss of interest. You will
not be able to utilise the amount that is provisionally credited to your account, pending the investigation by the Bank. If the investigation outcome
reveals that there has been negligence/ compromise of the secured credentials by you, then the provisional credit or the shadow credit will be
reversed by the Bank.
**electronic banking transactions can be divided into two categories: Remote/ online payment transactions (transactions that do not require
physical payment instruments to be presented at the point of transactions e.g. internet banking, mobile banking, card not present (CNP)
transactions), Pre-paid Payment Instruments (PPI), and Face-to-face/ proximity payment transactions (transactions which require the physical
payment instrument such as a card or mobile phone to be present at the point of transaction e.g. ATM, POS, etc.)”

I /We will not use this account for settling and/or dealing in Virtual Currencies, including but not limited to bitcoins
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